The Mailbox Preschool

June / July 2014
We're on Safari
Classroom Displays
Science Explorations
Instant Seasonal Activities
Little Muscles Big Muscles
Storytime
Who Sank the Boat? by Pamela Allen
Sand, Sun, and Fun: Beach-Time Literacy
Up, Up, And Away! Superhero Centers
Songs & Such
Learning Centers
Arts & Crafts for Little Hands
Kids in the Kitchen
A Whale of a Math Feature!
Staying Safe: Stranger Danger
Management Tips & Timesavers
Curing the Wiggles
Circle Time
Storytime at the Zoo
Let's Learn About Simple Machines

Our Readers Share

Time To Travel
Idea: speaking, investigating living things
Kick off your safari unit with this discussion about travel options! Display a world map in your classroom. Then help
youngsters find your location and attach a class picture to that spot on the map. Next, point out Africa and explain
that this is where people go on safari. A safari is a trip taken to observe animals as well as camp and hike. Ask,
“What types of animals do you think they have in Africa?” Have students share their thoughts. Then explain that
people see a variety of animals while on safari, such as crocodiles, giraffes, rhinos, hippos, elephants, meerkats,
zebras, leopards, and lions. Next, ask students how they could get to Africa, having little ones demonstrate the
various forms of??travel by pretending to fly, drive, and sail around the room.
Shelli Allen
Cane Child Development Center
Wakefield, RI

Make a Map
Literacy Idea: letter-sound association
Youngsters practice literacy skills with these super safari maps. Give each child a piece of kraft paper (or a section
of a large paper bag) labeled with the following letters: r, h, e, z, and l. Next, help each child color and cut out a copy
of the animals. (For a less challenging version, use fewer letters and corresponding cutouts.) Next, have a child
choose an animal and isolate the beginning sound of its name. Help her glue the animal on the appropriate letter.
Continue with each remaining animal. Next, have her add details to the map, like trees, grass, and a trail.For extra
fun, have each child age the paper by crumpling it and smoothing it out and then trimming pieces from the edge.
Shelli Allen
Cane Child Development Center
Wakefield, RI
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Let's Go!
Math Idea: counting sets
Take youngsters on their very own safari! Attach different sets of animal cutouts around the room or print the animal
miniposters and display them. Then write the number of each set on a sheet of paper and make a class supply. Give
each child a paper and a crayon. Have them tiptoe over to a set of animals with great dramatic flair. Then help them
identify the animal and notice its characteristics. Finally, prompt them to count aloud to discover how many animals
are in the group and then cross out the appropriate number on their papers. Continue for each remaining set of
animals.
Lisa Shutters
Atkins Elementary
Atkins, IA
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Totally Textured
Center: exploring the sense of touch
Print the animal patterns (crocodile and lion are included) and then place them at a table along with Bubble Wrap
cushioning material, yellow or brown felt (or fake fur), and scissors. A child feels the cushioning material and felt and
then cuts pieces of them as desired. Then she glues them to the appropriate cutouts to show the animal textures.
Mary Davis
Keokuk Christian Academy
Keokuk, IA
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Happy Hippo!
Hippo Craft
To make this simple craft, paint a paper plate gray. Next, glue eye cutouts and attach hole reinforcers (nostrils) to a
simple hippo head cutout. Color a portion of two small gray semicircles (ears) with a pink crayon. Then glue the ears
to the head. Attach the head to the paper plate. (If desired, glue a condiment cup between the head and body for
extra dimension.) Then add gray semicircle feet and a yarn tail.
Tip: These hippos look adorable displayed on a board and then covered with blue cellophane (water)!
Angela L. Morlan
Holy Cross Lutheran Church Child Development Center
Colorado Springs, CO

On the Hunt
Idea: taking part in an interactive read-aloud, recalling story events We’re Going on a
Lion Hunt
Read aloud We’re Going on a Lion Hunt by Margery Cuyler. This twist on the traditional bear-hunt story has a
teacher taking her youngsters on a safari to find a lion. On the way, they pass a variety of animals found on the
African plains. During the read-aloud, prompt students to act out the motions, such as slogging through the mud,
climbing the trees, and swimming across the river.
Next, gather a few students and give each child a sheet of construction paper divided into six sections and labeled
as shown. (If desired, use the provided labeling strips.) Then have them recall the first obstacle the children in the
story face (mud). Have students follow the directions below to illustrate mud in that section. Continue in the same
way with each item. Encourage youngsters to use their papers to retell the story to their families.
1. Mud: Use a paintbrush to add a splotch of brown paint.
2. Sticks: Glue small twigs.
3. Trees: Glue a tree cutout (or draw a tree).
4. River: Drip blue-tinted water.
5. Grass: Glue thin yellow paper strips (or glue real grass).
6. Cave: Color the section black and then glue two yellow eye cutouts.

1. Mud
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Four Little Zebras
Math Song: ordinal numbers
This sweet little fingerplay is sure to be a popular part of your safari unit!
Diane Simmons
Coventry, RI

Four Little Zebras
Four little zebras
On the African plain,
Hold up four fingers.
Four little zebras see
It’s starting to rain.
Wiggle fingers downward.
The first little zebra
Went to stand beneath a tree. Hold up one finger; then place it beneath
			 your cupped hand.
The second little zebra said,
“Hey, wait for me!”
Repeat the action with two fingers.
The third little zebra said,
“I’m coming too!”
Repeat the action with three fingers.
The fourth little zebra cried,
“Boo, hoo, hoo!”
Hold up four fingers; then move fists
			 to show crying.
Then a passing hyena laughed,
“Hee hee hee!
Hold stomach while laughing.
That rain won’t hurt you,
I guarantee!”
Shake index finger.
© The Mailbox®
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An Underwater Ocean View
Ocean Display
All hands and arms are on deck to make the coral for this ocean display! Invite each child to press a painted
forearm, palm, and fingers (coral) near the bottom of a sheet of bulletin board paper decorated to look like the ocean
floor. ?Then encourage her to add colorful fingerprint details to the coral and ocean critter drawings (or cutouts) to
the scene.
Toni Chambers
First Baptist Jensen Beach Preschool
Jensen Beach, FL
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I Shine When I…
End of the Year Display
This giant sun display is perfect for a preschool graduation ceremony! Glue a trimmed photo of each child to a
yellow poster board circle. Invite students to spread glue around the photos and then sprinkle gold glitter on the glue.
On individual sun ray cutouts, have each child dictate words to complete the prompt “I shine when I…” Display the
rays around the sun with the title shown.
Carole Watkins
Crown Point, IN

Making Bubbles!
Science Idea: making bubbles
Little ones investigate which common classroom items will make bubbles!
Materials:
large container of bubble solution
bubble wand
large blue circle cutout
classroom items
copy of the reproducible for optional follow-up activity
Step 1
Show students the bubble solution and the wand. Then blow several bubbles. Ask, “Why do you think I can blow a
bubble with the wand?” After they share their thoughts, prompt each student to find one item in the classroom that
she thinks might allow her to blow a bubble.
Step 2
Have each child test her item with the bubble solution. If she is able to blow a bubble, have her place the item on the
blue circle. If she can't use the item to blow a bubble, have her place it aside.
Step 3
Have youngsters look at the items on the circle. Encourage them to discuss why they believe those items can be
used to blow bubbles but others can’t. Can they think of other items that might be used to blow bubbles?
Step 4
Ask students to each bring an item from home that they think can be used to blow a bubble. During center time,
place a container of bubble solution at a table. Then encourage youngsters to test their items.
What Next?
Bubbles are always spherical! Give each child a copy of the reproducible and have her color the bubbles that are
spheres and cross out the other shapes.

Shelly Post
ECSE Helping Hands Preschool
Great Bend, KS

Bubble Time!
Bubbles are spheres

.

Color the spheres.

Cross out other shapes.
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The Jellyfish Dance
Gross-Motor Idea: dancing
For this simple and fun dancing activity, cut lengths of pastel curling ribbon (tentacles) and then give each child one
length for each hand. Play soothing, mellow music and encourage youngsters to gently float around like jellyfish,
trailing their tentacles.

How Many Scoops?
Math Idea: making a set, counting
Draw a little ice cream cone on a sheet of chart paper. Then call on a child and name a number. Have the child use
a bingo dauber to make that number of scoops above the cone. Continue with other little cones and different
numbers.

Summer Sensations
Science Idea: relating experiences to the senses
Label a piece of poster board with the five senses and the title “Summer Sensations.” If desired, use the provided
patterns to prepare the poster board. Each day, ask students about things they have experienced this summer. They
may tell about experiences such as splashing in the pool, eating ice pops, and hearing buzzing mosquitoes. Help
students identify the different senses used for the experience. Then write the experiences on the chart.

Litsa Jackson
Covington Integrated Arts Academy
Covington, TN
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Hot Sand, Cool Ocean
Idea: participating in a group activity, gross-motor skills
Have little ones pretend to lay on a beach towel. Then say, “Let’s go for a swim!” Have students jump up and
pretend to walk toward the water. Say, “Oh, no! Hot sand!” Prompt little ones to jog in place with exaggerated
movements as if they were on hot sand. Encourage them to keep moving as they duck under a beach umbrella,
jump over a sand castle, and dodge beach towels. Finally, have them pretend to splash into the ocean. Say, “Cold
ocean!” and encourage little ones to hug themselves and say, “Brrrr!”

Veggie Kabobs
Fine Motor Center: hand-eye coordination
Provide a makeshift barbecue grill, unsharpened pencils or thin dowel pieces (skewers), large stringing beads
(vegetable chunks), and a tray. If desired, provide an apron for added fun. A child slides several vegetables onto
each skewer to make veggie kabobs. When she’s finished, she “grills” the kabobs and then places them on the tray.
Janet Boyce
Cokato, MN

Feeding Frenzy
Gross Motor Game: movement
Hold one end of a blue blanket or sheet and have an adult volunteer hold the other end. Have students stand next to
the blanket and pretend to be sandpipers (a type of bird that pokes its bill into the sand to feed on insects). After a
few moments, wiggle the blanket up and down to mimic a rippling wave coming in to shore. This will prompt your
sandpipers to run away before the wave gets them. When the wave calms and retreats, have your little birds come
back to their former positions and resume their foraging activities. Repeat this shoreline feeding frenzy for several
rounds.
Jana Sanderson
Rainbow School
Stockton, CA

Ice Cold!
Fine Motor Center: building hand strength
Provide a small cooler with white or blue cube blocks (or craft foam squares). Also provide several plastic cups and
tongs. A child uses the tongs to remove the blocks (ice cubes) from the cooler and place them in the cups. When
he’s finished he pretends to drink up the icy beverages.
Janet Boyce
Cokato, MN

Imitation Popcorn
Gross Motor Game: jumping
Seat all but one student in a circle. Give the standing child several yellow pom-poms (popcorn kernels). Have him
walk around the inside of the circle and drop each kernel in a different child’s lap as you lead the group in saying the
chant shown. Then have the chosen children go to the middle of the circle and jump up and down, pretending to be
popcorn kernels popping in a pot. Repeat the activity until each child has had a turn to be a popcorn kernel.
Popcorn kernels pop, pop, pop.
Get them ready for the pot!

Laura Kessler
Stoneridge Elementary
Roseville, CA

Foil Fireworks
Fine Motor Craft: squeezing, tearing, crumpling
Provide black construction paper, aluminum foil strips, and a squeeze bottle of glue. To make foil fireworks, a child
squeezes intersecting lines of glue on the paper; then he tears and crumples foil and presses it on the glue. To
make the fireworks even more dazzling, he squeezes glue on??the foil and then sprinkles glitter on??it.
Janet Boyce
Cokato , MN

Tick Tock
Gross Motor Idea: movement
Obtain a kitchen timer and direct youngsters to stand with plenty of space between them. Set the timer for about one
minute, say the chant shown, and then prompt little ones to perform the action until time runs out. Repeat the
activity, replacing the underlined word with other words for gross-motor movements, such as??march, crawl, wiggle,
twist, and dance.
Ticktock, ticktock;
[Jump] until it’s time to stop!
Toya Williams
The Children’s Center
Suffolk, VA

Picnic Time
Fine Motor Worksheet: coloring, making prints
Have each child color a copy of this page. Encourage her to press her fingertip on a black ink pad and then on each
blank space on the blanket to make fingerprint ants. Have her use a fine-tip marker to add details to each ant.

Picnic Time!
Potato
Chips

Juice
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Note to the teacher: Have each child color a copy of this page. Encourage her to press her fingertip on a black ink pad and then on each blank space on the blanket to make fingerprint
ants. Have her use a fine-tip black marker to add details to each ant.

Wet Dog!
Ideas: activating prior knowledge, gross motor skills, responding to a story through art
Wet Dog!
Written by Elise Broach
Illustrated by David Catrow
A lovable, good old dog is looking for relief on a very hot day. But every time this shaggy pooch finds a way to cool
off, he gets shooed away! A baby helps people realize that this old dog has the right idea.
Before You Read
Display the cover of the book and read its title aloud. Ask, “Does anyone know how a wet dog dries itself?” After
youngsters respond, have them pretend to be puppies. “Spray” the puppies with a hose and then prompt them to
shake off the water. When the puppies are dry, have them settle in for this tail-wagging read-aloud. Be sure to
encourage each pup to “pat-a-pat” his legs and “shaky-shake” his body at the appropriate times during the story!
After You Read
Invite each child to make her own wet dog! Encourage her to draw a dog on a sheet of paper. When she’s finished,
have her dip a small paintbrush in blue-tinted water and then shake it over the picture. Have her repeat the process
several times so it looks like the dog is shaking itself dry!
Janet Boyce
Cokato, MN

Jamberry
Ideas: speaking to share information, following directions
Jamberry
By Bruce Degan
Follow a lovable bear and his boy companion through their adventures in an imaginary berry-filled land. Captivating
rhymes and detailed illustrations are sure to leave youngsters hungry for repeated readings of this story!
Before You Read
To prepare, fill each of several bowls with a different color of pom-poms (berries). To begin, ask, “Has anyone ever
gone berry picking? If so, what kind of berries did you pick?” After little ones share, display a bowl of berries. Have
students identify the color and then give the berries a name. Repeat with the other bowls of berries and then read
aloud this jam-packed, berry-picking adventure!
After You Read
Help youngsters make a no-cook strawberry jam using the recipe shown. Then provide crackers, paper plates, and
plastic knives and invite little ones to enjoy a delicious jam and cracker snack!
Ingredients
1.59 oz. package instant fruit pectin
1½ c. sugar
4 c. mashed frozen strawberries
Directions
Mix the pectin and sugar in a large bowl. Add the strawberries and stir for three minutes. Allow the jam to stand for
30 minutes before serving. Cover and refrigerate any leftover jam.
Janet Boyce
Cokato, MN

Easy Strawberry Jam

Ingredients
1.59 oz. package instant fruit pectin
1½ c. sugar
4 c. mashed frozen strawberries
Directions
Mix the pectin and sugar in a large bowl. Add the strawberries
and stir for three minutes. Allow the jam to stand for 30 minutes
before serving. Cover and refrigerate any leftover jam.
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Ingredients
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Directions
Mix the pectin and sugar in a large bowl. Add the strawberries
and stir for three minutes. Allow the jam to stand for 30 minutes
before serving. Cover and refrigerate any leftover jam.
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Who Will Sink It?
Idea: making predictions, organizing data Who Sank the Boat?
Who Sank the Boat?
By Pamela Allen
A cow, a donkey, a sheep, a pig, and a tiny little mouse all get into a rowboat one by one. Each time, the
narrator asks if that particular animal sank the boat. In the end, it’s the tiny mouse that sends them all into
the lake!
Get little ones excited for the story with this activity! Prepare a simple chart like the one shown. (If desired, print the
provided animal patterns and attach them to the chart for visual clues.) Begin reading the book, stopping when you
get to the line “Do you know who sank the boat?” Review the animals with youngsters and then ask students to
predict the answer to the question. Use tally marks to record students’ guesses. Then have youngsters help you
count up the tally marks and write each number on the chart. Have students compare the numbers. Then finish
reading the story!
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Cruiser Capacity
Center: exploring capacity Who Sank the Boat?
Who Sank the Boat?
By Pamela Allen
A cow, a donkey, a sheep, a pig, and a tiny little mouse all get into a rowboat one by one. Each time, the
narrator asks if that particular animal sank the boat. In the end, it’s the tiny mouse that sends them all into
the lake!
Place a clean foam tray (boat) near your water table along with a variety of plastic toy animals. Youngsters place the
tray atop the water and then place animals on the tray, counting as they go, to discover how many animals will fit on
the tray until it tips or sinks.
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY

Preschoolers Aboard!
Idea: participating in a group activity Who Sank the Boat?
Who Sank the Boat?
By Pamela Allen
A cow, a donkey, a sheep, a pig, and a tiny little mouse all get into a rowboat one by one. Each time, the
narrator asks if that particular animal sank the boat. In the end, it’s the tiny mouse that sends them all into
the lake!
Cut out a full-body photo of each child. Also print and cut out the mouse pattern. Draw a large boat on a large sheet
of paper and display it in your room. Attach a child’s photo to the boat and say, “Did [student’s name] sink the boat?”
Encourage the child to say, “No, I didn’t sink the boat!” Continue with each remaining child. Then attach the mouse
and say, “Did the mouse sink the boat?” Encourage students to say, “Yes!” Then have them say, “Glub, glub, glub!”
as if the boat has sunk. What fun!

© The Mailbox®
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Who Sank The Boat?
Worksheet: story recall
Who Sank the Boat?
By Pamela Allen
A cow, a donkey, a sheep, a pig, and a tiny little mouse all get into a rowboat one by one. Each time, the
narrator asks if that particular animal sank the boat. In the end, it’s the tiny mouse that sends them all into
the lake!
Give a child a copy of this page. Have her respond to the question by drawing, dictating, writing, or doing a
combination of the three.

W ho Sank the Boat?
by Pamela Allen

What happens in the story?

©The Mailbox ®

Note to the teacher: Give a child a copy of this page. Have her respond to the question by drawing, dictating, writing, or doing a combination of the three.

B is For Beach
Literacy Idea: letter-sound association, beginning sounds, letter??formation
Give each child copy of the letter B page. Have her trace the letter with a finger and say its name and sound. Say, “
Beach begins with /b/. Let’s make our letter B into a beach!” Have her brush glue on the paper and then sprinkle a
mixture of sand and glitter on the glue. Next, have her glue dyed mini pasta shells to the letter. Each time she glues
one down, encourage her to say, “/b/, beach.”
Sue Fleischmann
Sussex, WI

B
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Feeling Crabby?
Writing Idea: dictating information to be written down, writing
Give each child a copy of the story starter page and have her place the lower half of the paper over a piece of
sandpaper. Have her rub the side of an unwrapped crayon over the paper to make a beach-like texture. Next, have
her attach a red circle cutout (crab body) to the beach and red paper strips (legs and eye stalks) to the body. Finally,
have her glue semicircle cutouts (claws) and eye cutouts to complete the crab. Tell her that people often say that
they’re feeling crabby when they’re in a bad mood. Ask, “What makes you crabby?” Then write her words (or have
her “write” her own words) where indicated.

I feel crabby when…

©The Mailbox ®

Beach Day
Literacy Idea: developing rhyming skills
In advance, get a beach toy, such as a beach ball, a plastic sea star, or a small inflatable float. Read aloud Beach
Day by Karen Roosa. In this rhyming story, families experience a day filled with sand, sun, and sea at the beach. ?
After the read-aloud, randomly turn to a spread of two pages and read the words. Have children notice that there are
three rhyming words in the text, such as boat, float, and moat or flurry, scurry, and hurry. Next, give the toy to a child
and have him name another word (real or nonsense) that rhymes with the three on the page. Continue for another
turn and then choose another page!

Whoosh!
Literacy song: reinforcing letter names
Here’s a song that gets little wiggle worms up and moving! Write “WAVES” on your board. Then lead youngsters in
performing the song shown. Have a child erase the letter W. Then lead students in performing the song a second
time, prompting them to replace the W with “Whoosh!” while they swing their arms so their arms resemble a
retreating wave. Continue in the same way for four more verses until all the letters are erased and students say
“Whoosh!” five times.
(sung to the tune of “Bingo”)
Oh, when I walk along the beach, (Walk in place.)
The waves go in and out. (Sway back and forth.)
W-A-V-E-S,
W-A-V-E-S,
W-A-V-E-S;
The waves go in and out. (Sway back and forth.)
Tip: For extra fun, get a spray bottle and spray it in the air during each verse!
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY

Whoosh!

(sung to the tune of “Bingo”)
Oh, when I walk along the beach,
The waves go in and out.
W-A-V-E-S,
W-A-V-E-S,
W-A-V-E-S;
The waves go in and out.

Walk in place.
Sway back and forth.

Sway back and forth.
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Oh, when I walk along the beach,
The waves go in and out.
W-A-V-E-S,
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The waves go in and out.
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Walk in place.
Sway back and forth.

Sway back and forth.

Letter Press
Literacy Center: identifying letters, becoming familiar with letter forms
Moisten the sand in your sand table or place moist sand in a tub. Gather letter cookie cutters (or other letter-shaped
manipulatives) and place them nearby. A child chooses a letter, identifies it, and then presses it into the sand. He
removes it to see the shape of the letter. For extra fun, he uses the manipulatives to spell his name in the sand!
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY

Back to the Beach!
Idea: gross-motor skills, recognizing letter W
Get a blue blanket (ocean) and place it on the floor. Designate an area in the room as the beach. Have students
stand on the blanket and then jump and stomp to pretend they are splashing in the ocean. As they pretend, hold up
letter cards and help students identify them. When you hold up a W, prompt students to say, “Wild wave!” and then
run to the beach. Continue for several rounds.
Tip: Consider playing this game with other letters, such as J for jiggly jellyfish or S for snappy shark!
adapted from an idea by Elizabeth Cook
Clayton, MO

Find the Picture
Idea: rhyming, reading a rebus
On separate pieces of paper, draw the simple pictures shown or print the provided pictures. ?Then give each paper
to a different child and have him display it in front of the class. Read aloud the first clue shown, encouraging
youngsters to look at the pictures and supply the missing rhyming word. Have the child tape the picture to your
board. Then continue with each remaining clue. Finally, read all the clues aloud, encouraging students to read the
picture words.
I went to the beach to have some fun.
The weather was great. I saw the ____.
I ran on the sand and tried not to fall.
My friends and I played with a big beach ____.
The water was cool, and the waves went splish!
I looked in the water and saw a ____.
I gathered some shells in the ocean foam,
Dried off with my towel, and then went ____.
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY
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Find the Picture
I went to the beach to have some fun.
The weather was great. I saw the _________.
I ran on the sand and tried not to fall.
My friends and I played with a big beach _________.
The water was cool, and the waves went splish!
I looked in the water and saw a _________.
I gathered some shells in the ocean foam,
Dried off with my towel, and then went _________.
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Look the Part!
Dramatic Play Center
Encourage imaginative play with a wealth of superhero gear! Gather towels or small blankets (capes) and binder
clips or hair clips to hold them in place, simple masks, colorful gloves, tool belts, strips of fabric (headbands), and
belts. Make simple cardboard shields and hot-glue a strip of fabric to the back of each one to make a handle. To
make wrist cuffs, cut sections of cardboard tubes, as shown, and encourage students to paint them bright colors.
Place all the items at a center to encourage superhero scenarios!
Ada Goren
Lewisville, NC

Good-Guy Headquarters
Block Center
Villains may have their lairs, but superheroes need headquarters! Place superhero toy figures and toy cars in your
block center and then invite your little builders to create a secure facility for the superheroes. Encourage little ones to
build a control room where calls for help can be received; a garage where the supervehicles can be parked, and
items to promote security, such as a fence or a moat.
Ada Goren
Lewisville, NC

That's Super!
Center: letter-sound associations, dictation
Gather two or three youngsters for this center. Explain to the students that superheroes have superpowers, such as
flying, being really strong, or being invisible. But everyone is super at something! Give each child a cut out copy of
the shield pattern. Have her name the letter and its sound and then say the word super, listening for /s/. Next, have
her name something she is super at doing. Write the words on her shield in the format shown. Then use a safety pin
to attach her shield to her shirt.
Kim Harker
Discovery Express Preschool
Mendon, UT
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Time to Fly
Art Center
To prepare, have each child wear a small towel or blanket so it resembles a superhero cape. (A binder clip or hair
clip is useful for holding it in place.) Then have her lie on the floor in a position that mimics flying. Take a photo of the
youngster and print it. Then help the child cut out the photo and glue it to a sheet of paper so she appears to be
flying. Next, encourage her to add details below her photo. Is she flying over tall buildings? A farm? A forest? She
may want to add details—such as an airplane, a sun, or clouds—in the air on her artwork as well.

Save the People!
Math Center: counting
This active center is sure to be popular with your little superheroes! Print and cut apart the number cards and place
them in a bag. Then print and cutout a a supply of the people patterns. Scatter the people on the floor and place the
bag several feet away. Also place small blankets (capes) and binder or hair clips at the center. A little superhero
puts on a cape and chooses a number. He identifies the number. Then he says, “Up, up, and away!” and “flies” to
save the people! He picks up the correct number of people and “flies” back. Then he places the people on the floor
and says, “You’re safe now!” He repeats the process until all the people have been saved. Now that’s a successful
superhero!
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Motion in the Ocean
Ocean Song
This adorable ocean-themed song is sure to be a favorite with your little ones! For extra fun, have each child wiggle
a blue crepe paper streamer as he sings!
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
There is motion in the ocean; yes, there is!
There is motion in the ocean; yes, there is!
The ocean is all brimming
Full of animals all swimming!
There is motion in the ocean; yes, there is!
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Motion in the Ocean

(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and
You Know It”)
There is motion in the ocean; yes, there is!
There is motion in the ocean; yes, there is!
The ocean is all brimming
Full of animals all swimming!
There is motion in the ocean; yes, there is!
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Five LittleTrucks
Math song: beginning subtraction
Here’s a truck-themed rhyme that’s excellent on its own or with a transportation unit! If desired, gather five toy trucks
and place them in a line. Then recite the rhyme and have a youngster make each truck “zoom away” when indicated.
Five little trucks sitting by the garage door.
One zoomed away, and then there were four.
Four little trucks as shiny as can be.
One zoomed away, and then there were three.
Three little trucks so bright and new.
One zoomed away, and then there were two.
Two little trucks parked in the sun.
One zoomed away, and then there was one.
One little truck standing all alone
Revved up its engine and headed on home.
Rosemarie Visconti
Cypress, TN

Five Little Trucks
Five little trucks sitting by the garage door.
One zoomed away, and then there were four.
Four little trucks as shiny as can be.
One zoomed away, and then there were three.
Three little trucks so bright and new.
One zoomed away, and then there were two.
Two little trucks parked in the sun.
One zoomed away, and then there was one.
One little truck standing all alone
Revved up its engine and headed on home.
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Flashing Fireflies
Literacy Song: /f/ sound
This quick little rhyme is a tongue twister and a study of the /f/ sound!
Five flitting fireflies
Flashing in the night.
Flicker, flicker, fireflies.
Flash your little lights!
Tip: Transform this poem into an art project! A child mounts the poem on a sheet of black paper, presses a finger in
yellow paint, and then makes five prints below the poem. Next, have her use a gold or white gel pen to make wings
on each print. Finally, have her add a drop of glue to each print and then sprinkle gold glitter over the glue.
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY

Flashing Fireflies
Five flitting fireflies
Flashing in the night.
Flicker, flicker, fireflies.
Flash your little lights!
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Shining Yellow Sun!
Sunny Song
That warm, bright sunshine feels so good on a summer day! Spotlight that feeling with this song.
(sung to the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”)
Bright and shining yellow sun
Giving warmth to everyone.
Warming air and warming ground.
I’m so glad that you’re around.
Bright and shining yellow sun
Giving warmth to everyone.

Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Shining Yellow Sun!
(sung to the tune of “Twinkle,
Twinkle, Little Star ”)

Bright and shining yellow sun
Giving warmth to everyone.
Warming air and warming ground.
I’m so glad that you’re around.
Bright and shining yellow sun
Giving warmth to everyone.
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The Boo-Boo Song
Playground Song
Whenever a youngster gets a boo-boo, have little ones sing this catchy song. This musical distraction will prove to
be extremely popular!
(sung to the tune of “Clementine”)
I was running on the playground
When I fell and scraped my knee.
Then the teacher got a bandage.
It’s the best thing—you’ll agree!
Wash your boo-boo, dry your boo-boo,
And then follow my advice.
Put a bandage on your boo-boo.
It will feel so very nice.
Carol Whritenour
Holy Cross Christian Preschool
Trumbull, CT

The Boo-Boo Song

(sung to the tune of “Clementine”)
I was running on the playground
When I fell and scraped my knee.
Then the teacher got a bandage.
It’s the best thing—you’ll agree!
Wash your boo-boo, dry your boo-boo,
And then follow my advice.
Put a bandage on your boo-boo.
It will feel so very nice.
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Bubble Blowing
Bubble Song
After youngsters experience blowing bubbles, have them sing this happy song!
(sung to the tune of “I’ve Been Working on the Railroad”)
I’ve been blowing lots of bubbles
On this summer day.
I’ve been blowing lots of bubbles.
I watch them fly away.
Can you see the bubbles floating,
Rising in the sky?
Can you see the bubbles floating?
See them flying high!
Bubbles in the sky, bubbles in the sky,
I can see the bubbles flying high!
Bubbles in the sky, bubbles in the sky,
I can see you flying high!

Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Bubble Blowing

(sung to the tune of “I’ve Been Working
on the Railroad”)
I’ve been blowing lots of bubbles
On this summer day.
I’ve been blowing lots of bubbles.
I watch them fly away.
Can you see the bubbles floating,
Rising in the sky?
Can you see the bubbles floating?
See them flying high!
Bubbles in the sky, bubbles in the sky,
I can see the bubbles flying high!
Bubbles in the sky, bubbles in the sky,
I can see you flying high!
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Drip-Drop Fireworks
Art Center: expressing oneself through art
Set out black construction paper, containers of slightly diluted paint in assorted colors, waxed paper, and glitter.
Provide an eyedropper for each color of paint. A student uses the eyedroppers to drip paint on the paper. When
she’s finished, she places a sheet of waxed paper atop the painted paper and strokes her fingernails across the
waxed paper, moving the paint underneath. Then she removes the waxed paper and sprinkles glitter on the paint.

Sandpaper Sand Castle
Puzzle Center: visual discrimination
Draw a sand castle outline on a sheet of sandpaper. Trim around the sand castle and then trace the cutout onto lightbrown paper (puzzle base). Next, cut the sand castle into several pieces; then trace the puzzle pieces onto the base.
Place the puzzle base and pieces along with a few pennant-shaped cutouts (flags) at a center. A child “builds” the
sand castle by matching the puzzle pieces to the outlines on the base. When the sand castle is complete, she
adorns it with flags.
Ada Goren
Lewisville, NC

Patriotic Hearts
Center: dictating to share information, fine-motor skills
Give each youngster a cut out copy of the heart pattern. Provide red paper strips, blue crayons, star stickers, and
glue. Have each child color the top-left section of the heart blue and then decorate it with star stickers. Next, have
her glue a paper strip to each shaded area; then help her trim any excess paper from the edge of the heart. (Or, if
desired, simply have her color the shaded areas red.) Finally, encourage her to tell what she loves most about the
Fourth of July as you record her response on a paper strip. Display the hearts and dictations with the title “We Love
the Fourth of July!”
Jennifer Davis
Commodore Perry Elementary School
Hadley, PA
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Beach Blast!
Dramatic Play Center: pretend play
Get a blue blanket and a brown blanket (water and beach) and use tape to attach them to the floor in your dramaticplay area. Stock the area with medium-size seashells (or seashell cutouts), plastic pails and shovels, and other
beach-related items—like beach towels, sunglasses, a beach ball, and a cooler. Youngsters use the props to
engage in pretend beach-related play.
adapted from an idea by Keely Saunders
Bonney Lake ECEAP
Bonney Lake, WA

Tiny Turtles
Sensory Center: exploring the senses
Place two shallow tubs side by side, one filled with water (ocean) and the other with sand (beach). Bury in the sand
several plastic eggs, each containing a small toy (or craft foam) turtle. A youngster digs an egg out of the sand and
then opens it to help the baby turtle hatch from the egg. Then he walks the turtle along the sand to the ocean and
swims it around. He continues in the same way until all the turtles are hatched.
Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Intervention for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Charlotte, NC

Coconut Drop!
Math Center: dividing sets into a group of tens and extra ones
Print and cut out the mat. Get a supply of brown pom-poms (coconuts) and multiple copies of number cards 5–9.
Place the cards facedown. Pair two youngsters and have one child choose a number card and identify the number.
Then have him place that many coconuts on the tree. Have the remaining child repeat the process, adding coconuts
to the tree. Next, tell the students only ten coconuts can be in the tree. Have the students make sure only ten are on
the tree. Then have them drop the remaining coconuts in the sand. Confirm this by saying, “You have one group of
ten plus [number] extras. Remove the coconuts and repeat the activity.

Note to the teacher: Use with “Coconut Drop!” on page 34.
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"Tree-mendous" Fireworks
Process Art: fireworks
Spotlight the Fourth of July with these fabulous fireworks! In advance, put red, white, and blue paint in separate
shallow pans. Gather small pine tree twigs. Place the pans and twigs on a protected surface. To make this nighttime
masterpiece, choose a branch, dip it in paint, and then slap it on a sheet of black construction paper. Repeat the
process with other branches and colors of paint. Then sprinkle glitter on the wet paint. What lovely fireworks!
Susan Berry-Ruane
St. Stephen Preschool
Williamsburg, VA

A Sunny Day
Sunny Craft
Prepare shallow pans of orange and yellow paint. To make this sunny masterpiece, glue a yellow circle to a sheet of
paper. Then roll a foam roller in a pan of paint and roll outward on the paper from the yellow circle. Continue, adding
paint as needed, until the image looks like a sun with rays. Repeat the process with the other color of paint. Then
use a craft stick to draw wiggly lines in the paint. When the paint is dry, decorate the sun with a photo and the
caption shown.

Peanut Butter and Jellyfish
Jellyfish Craft
This whimsical little project looks terrific in an ocean-themed display! Get a clear plastic disposable plate (clear
plates can be found in party supply stores and online) and cut it in half. Mix yellow and brown paint so it resembles
the color of peanut butter. To begin, brush some of this mixture on the inside of one of the plate halves. Then brush
purple paint (grape jelly) on the outside of the remaining half. Next, place the jelly plate half on the peanut butter half
so the paint is sandwiched between the layers. Tape strips of plastic left over from laminating (or clear cellophane)
to the back of the project. How cute!
Karen Cucinotta
Amherst Community Church Child Care Center
Amherst, NY

Buddy Blending
Process Art: blending colors
This partner project is fun and easy! Fold a sheet of 12" x 18" construction paper in half lengthwise. Trim plastic
cards (like the kind found in junk mail offers) to make paint scrapers. Then gather two youngsters. Have one child
choose a primary paint color. Then have him use a foam roller to roll the paint on one half of the paper. Have a
second child repeat the process with a different primary paint color and the remaining half of the paper. Then refold
the paper and have students smooth it with their hands. Unfold the paper and look at the result. Finally, have each
child add lines to his side of the paper with paint scrapers.
adapted from an idea by Janet Boyce
Hinojosa Early Childhood and Pre-Kindergarten Center
Houston, TX

Dandelion!
Dandelion Craft
Dip a bath pouf in white paint and then make a print on a sheet of blue paper. (Hint: move the pouf around a little to
get a fuzzier looking print). Next, draw a stem on your print (dandelion) and add grass as desired. Then press a
flower (or snowflake) rubber stamp in white ink and make several prints around the dandelion. Finally, use a white
gel pen to draw a line from each print so it looks like a seed blowing in the wind.
adapted from an idea by Keely Peasner
Bonney Lake Early Childhood Education and Assistance Program
Bonney Lake, WA

Crumple and Stamp
Process Art: fine-motor skills
Crumple a piece of kraft paper (or paper grocery bag) and then smooth it out. Next, tear and crumple scraps of
construction paper and scrapbooking paper. Smooth them out and glue them to the kraft paper. Then, on an ink
pad, press a rubber stamp that shows a random design and make prints on the artwork as desired.

Alligator Punch
Alligator Punch Snack
This treat is a yummy way to conclude an animal unit or a trip to the zoo!
Ingredients for one:
lime sherbet
lemon-lime soda
Utensils and supplies:
clear plastic cup
large spoon
Teacher preparation:
Arrange the ingredients and supplies near a colored copy of the step-by-step recipe cards.
Susan Flener
Children’s Circle
Indianapolis, IN

Alligator Punch
Ingredients for one:
lime sherbet
lemon-lime soda

Utensils and supplies:
clear plastic cup
large spoon

Teacher preparation:
Arrange the ingredients and
supplies near a colored copy of
the step-by-step recipe cards on
page 41.
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Dear Parent/Guardian,
We are making a snack titled “Alligator Punch.” We would be
grateful if you could help by providing the following ingredient(s):
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
We need the ingredient(s) listed above by _________________________ .
date

Please let me know whether you are able to send the ingredient(s).
		

Thank you,

		

_______________________________
teacher

Yes, I am able to send the ingredient(s).
No, I am unable to send the ingredient(s) this time.
parent/guardian signature
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How Big?
Math Idea: comparing size
Little ones think about the size of a whale with this no-prep idea! To begin, explain that whales are the largest
animals on earth. A blue whale can grow to be as long as three school buses and its tongue on its own can weigh as
much as an elephant! Name one of the objects below. If students think the object is bigger than a blue whale, have
them stretch up on their tiptoes. If they think it is smaller than a blue whale, have them crouch down near the floor.
Continue with the remaining objects.
Comparison objects: a pencil, a mountain, a car, a train, a school, a drinking straw, a lion, a city, a bed, a shoe, the
United States, a ball
Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Intervention for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Charlotte, NC

Whale and Spout
Math Center: matching sets to numbers
Make several copies of the whale and spout patterns. Then label each whale with a set of dots and each spout with
a corresponding number. Place the whales and spouts at a center. A visiting child chooses a whale and counts the
dots. Then he finds the matching spout and places it above the whale. He continues with each remaining spout.
Sue Reppert, Widening World Preschool, Mentor, OH
Pat Wojciechowski, St. Albans Christian Learning Center, Sinking Spring, PA

Whale and Spout Patterns
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Five Big Whales!
Math Song: developing subtraction skills
Cut out five copies of the whale pattern and attach them to a wall with tape. Have students count the whales. Then
recite the first verse, removing a whale when appropriate and having students insert the correct number in the final
line. Repeat the verse and remove a whale three more times. Then recite the final verse shown and remove the last
whale.
[Five] big whales swimming to and fro—
Sometimes fast,
Sometimes slow.
One big whale said, “I’m off to get air!”
And that left [four whales] swimming there.
Final verse:
One big whale swimming to and fro—
Sometimes fast,
Sometimes slow.
That big whale said, “I’m off to get air!”
Now no more whales are swimming there.
adapted from an idea by Ruth Renedo
Adobe Christian Preschool
Petaluma, CA

Whale and Spout Patterns
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Making Waves
Math Game: developing addition skills, using a number line
Cut blue scalloped bulletin board trim to make a length with 12 scallops. Number the trim as shown. Reduce the
whale pattern and then make a copy and cut it out. Get a die. Gather two youngsters. Have a child roll the die and
count the dots. Then have him move the whale that many waves. Next, have his partner repeat the process,
continuing the whale’s journey. Have the youngsters notice what number the whale is on. Then remove the whale
and play another round.
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Whale and Spout Patterns
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Tasty Fish
Math Idea: identifying numbers, counting
For each child, fold a blue paper plate in half so it resembles a whale’s mouth. Give each child a whale mouth and a
cup of fish crackers. Explain that some whales eat fish. Hold up a number card and have students identify the
number. Then have them count and place the appropriate number of crackers in the whale’s mouth. Continue for
several rounds. Then have students nibble on their crackers.
Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Intervention for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Charlotte, NC

Cut out the
		 Use the

How High?

.
to measure.

Write.

______________ fish
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Who Can I Trust?
Idea: safe and unsafe strangers
Telling the difference between a helpful stranger and a dangerous stranger can be confusing! Give students some
guidelines with this activity. Name a type of stranger (see the lists below). Prompt children to say the rhyme shown if
they think there is stranger danger. If not, have students say, “Safe!”
That’s a grown-up I don’t know.
It’s not safe—I will not go!
Safe strangers: the school nurse, your teacher, a police officer, a firefighter, a sales clerk in a store, a doctor in a
doctor’s office
Unsafe strangers: a grown-up asking you to help find a lost animal, a grown-up offering you a ride, a grown-up
offering you candy

Who Can I Trust?
Telling the difference between a helpful stranger and a dangerous
stranger can be confusing! Give students some guidelines with this
activity. Name a type of stranger (see the lists below). Prompt
children to say the rhyme shown if they think there is stranger
danger. If not, have students say, “Safe!”
That’s a grown-up I don’t know.
It’s not safe—I will not go!
Safe strangers: the school nurse, your teacher, a police officer, a
firefighter, a sales clerk in a store, a doctor in a doctor’s office
Unsafe strangers: a grown-up asking you to help find a lost animal,
a grown-up offering you a ride, a grown-up offering you candy
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It's a Wolf!
Idea: stranger safety
Print the patterns and transform them into stick puppets. Read aloud a version of Little Red Riding Hood, prompting
students to identify the stranger in the story (the wolf). After the story, review what Red does when she meets the
wolf and what she should have done differently. Next, give a child the Red Riding Hood puppet. Hold the wolf puppet
and have the wolf ask, “Little Red, why don’t you come with me into the woods?” Encourage the child to have Little
Red say, “No! I will not go!” Have the child give the puppet to a classmate. Then continue with a different request,
such as “Little Red, I have some tasty candy for you. Please come with me!” Play several rounds. If desired, have
youngsters make their own puppets to take home.
Jan Trautman
Pleasant Union Elementary
Raleigh, NC
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Not So Strange!
Idea: recognizing strangers
Help little ones understand that dangerous strangers might not look so strange. Write “Strangers” on a sheet of chart
paper. Then have students cut out pictures of grown-ups from magazines and attach them to the paper. Have
youngsters notice how the strangers look very nice, friendly, and attractive. Ask, “If a stranger is pretty, does that
mean the stranger is safe?” Have students share their thoughts, guiding them to understand that dangerous
strangers don’t necessarily look like bad people.

Personal Achievements
Positive Behavior Tip
To reinforce positive behavior, label a different person cutout with each child’s name. Then have her decorate the
cutout to resemble herself. Post the cutouts in a student-accessible location. Each time a child demonstrates
positive behavior, have her attach a sticker to her person cutout. After she receives a predetermined number of
stickers, reward her with a small gift.
Anastacia Zahl
Noodle Noggin Learning House
Eagan, MN
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Sparkling Clean
Cleaning Tip
Make student work tables look like new with this trick. Spray a table with foaming bathroom cleaner and let it foam
for a few minutes. Then wipe the table with a wet scrubbing sponge. All the buildup of glue, paint, crayons, and play
dough is gone.
Julie McBride
Franklin Elementary
Port Arthur, TX

Idea Organization
Organization Tip
An A to Z file organizer is the perfect way to keep ideas for bulletin boards, crafts, and songs that you find in The
Mailbox® magazine at your fingertips. Make a copy of the idea and any corresponding patterns. Then clip them
together and file them behind the appropriate letter.
First United Methodist Preschool
Powder Springs, GA

Pick and Lead
Tip: rewarding good behavior
Label each section of a beach ball with a different activity, such as a game or a song. If students show good
behavior during circle time, pass the ball to a child. Invite her to choose a section of the ball and then have her help
you lead the group in that activity.
Bonnie Vanderploeg
Faith Lutheran School
Marietta, GA

From Caterpillar to Butterfly
Tip for Teaching Students a Song
Here’s an easy way to teach youngsters a song or rhyme. Attach a caterpillar cutout and a butterfly cutout to
separate jumbo craft sticks. When little ones are first learning a song or rhyme, use the caterpillar to point to the
words as you lead them in performing the song or rhyme slowly. As students become familiar with the words, switch
to the butterfly pointer. Have the butterfly flutter under the words as you lead students in performing the song or
rhyme at the correct tempo.
Trisha Cooper
Trisha’s Preschool
Spanish Fork, UT
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Twinkle Fingers
Behavior Tip
I have my little ones exercise their “twinkle fingers”! I say things such as “twinkle fingers in the air” or “twinkle fingers
on your toes.” Little ones wiggle their fingers as they follow the given directions. I give several commands before
ending with “twinkle fingers sitting still in your lap.”
Charlene Pike
Colonel William Casey Elementary
Columbia, KY

I have my little ones exercise their “twinkle
fingers”! I say things such as “twinkle fingers
in the air” or “twinkle fingers on your toes.”
Little ones wiggle their fingers as they follow
the given directions. I give several commands
before ending with “twinkle fingers sitting still
in your lap.”
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A Focusing Rhyme
Management Tip
To get youngsters focused, I lead them in the action rhyme shown.
Crisscross, applesauce. Sit and cross legs.
Zip our lips. Pretend to zip lips.
Turn the key. Pretend to turn a key to lock lips.
Throw it away. Pretend to toss key over shoulder.
Eyes on [teacher’s name]. Point to eyes with two fingers and then point to the teacher.
Find your bear. Give a thumbs-up.
Bear is in the cave Make a cave with other hand and slide bear into the cave.
In your lap. Place hands in lap.
Lori Bozeman
Little Sprouts Daycare
Brunswick, ME

To get youngsters focused, I lead them in this action
rhyme.
Crisscross, applesauce.
Zip our lips.
Turn the key.
Throw it away.
Eyes on [teacher name].
Find your bear.
Bear is in the cave
In your lap.

Sit and cross legs.
Pretend to zip lips.
Pretend to turn a key to lock lips.
Pretend to toss key over shoulder.
Point to eyes with two fingers and then point to the teacher.
Give a thumbs-up.
Make a cave with other hand and slide bear into the cave.
Place hands in lap.
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Do A Dance
Management Tip
Dancing is one of the best ways to get the wiggles out! Each day, I invite a child to be my dance helper to choose a
dance of the day. During the day, when youngsters need to get the wiggles out, I ask the dance helper to lead his
classmates in the chosen dance.
Suzanne Foote
East Ithaca Preschool
Ithaca, NY

Dancing is one of the best ways to get the
wiggles out! Each day, I invite a child to be my
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Watch Me!
Waiting Tip
When my youngsters get a case of the fidgets while they are waiting, I silently do actions, like raising my arms above
my head, touching my shoulders, and giving a thumbs-up. Soon, my little ones are watching me and mimicking my
actions.
Robin Kramlich
St. John’s Academy Childcare
Jamestown, ND
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Relax and Rest
Management Tip: settling students
I lead youngsters through this simple activity to settle them. First, I have students lie down and close their eyes.
Then I choose a place, such as the beach, and say things like “I hear the waves splashing. What do you hear?” After
a few responses, I continue in the same manner for a few minutes until everyone is settled.
Kimberly Bonner
Kiddie Academy
Warminster, PA
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Packed and Ready
Literacy Idea: beginning sounds
Get youngsters excited about summer vacation plans with this beginning sound review. Cover a cardboard box with
old maps. Then place in the box items you might pack for a vacation, such as a bathing suit, a hat, a camera, or
sunglasses. Set the box in the center of the circle-time area and then lead youngsters in reciting the rhyme shown.
At the end of the rhyme, invite a child to take an item from the box, name it, and say its beginning sound. If desired,
conclude the activity by encouraging volunteers to tell about their summer vacation plans.
I’m going on vacation.
I’m so happy I could sing.
Let’s look inside my suitcase
To see what I might bring.
Linda Rasberry
Park Avenue Christian Academy
Titusville, FL

Syllable Sort
Literacy Idea: counting syllables
Youngsters will applaud this low-prep activity! Gather a collection of classroom objects whose names have one to
three syllables. Set the objects near a length of bulletin board paper labeled as shown. Invite a volunteer to choose
an item and show it to his classmates. Lead youngsters in clapping the number of syllables in the object's name.
Then have the child place it on the correct section of the chart. After completing the activity, place the chart and
objects at a center for individual practice.
Heather Cohen
Sunlight Christian Academy
Port Saint Lucie, FL

Puppet Parade
Math Idea: number order
Number five self-adhesive nametags from 1 to 5. Then attach each nametag to a different hand puppet. Invite five
volunteers to each wear a puppet. Then have them line up in the correct order for the puppet parade. Guide the
seated students in checking the order of the puppets. If the order is correct, invite the youngsters holding puppets to
parade around the circle-time area. (For extra fun, play upbeat music for the parade!) If the order is not correct, have
the students holding puppets correct their order before beginning the parade. Continue for several rounds.
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY

O is for Ocean
Idea: investigating living things, letter-sound associations
Name an animal. If the animal lives in the ocean, prompt little ones to raise their arms so they look like a giant O and
say, “O is for ocean!” If the animal does not live in the ocean, students stand still. Continue with a variety of animals.
For a list of animals print the handy activity card.
adapted from an idea by Lindsay Faller
Kid Kollege
Mesa, AZ

O Is for Ocean
Name an animal. If the animal lives in the ocean,
prompt little ones to raise their arms so they look like a
giant O and say, “O is for ocean!” If the animal does not
live in the ocean, students stand still. Continue with a
variety of animals. Investigating living things, lettersound association
Animals: jellyfish, whale, fox, dog, shark, bear,
lobster, lion, goat, seahorse, crab, tuna, mouse, eel,
giraffe, octopus, deer, squid, oyster, shrimp, raccoon,
clam, goose, starfish, sheep, stingray, monkey
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Alphabet Walk
Literacy Idea: recognizing letters
Scatter letter cards or die-cut letters in the center of your circle-time area. Then lead youngsters in singing the
“Alphabet Song” as they walk around the letters. When the song ends, invite a child to pick up a letter. Sing the song
a second time, encouraging each child to hold up his letter when it is named in the song. Have students return the
letters and play another round.
Shelli Hurlocker
Busy Bees Christian Preschool
Kokomo, IN

Vegetable Garden
Literacy Idea: print concepts
What kinds of yummy things grow in a garden during the summer? Youngsters find out as they read this rhyme. Use
programmed sentence strips and a cut-apart copy of the picture cards to prepare the rebus rhyme shown. To
reinforce tracking print, invite a volunteer to point to the words and pictures as you lead the group in reading the
rhyme. If desired, use the rhyme to review other concepts, such as letter recognition or spacing between words.
After students become familiar with the rhyme, invite them to add movements to each line to create an entertaining
performance.
Elizabeth Cook
Glendale Lutheran ELC
Glendale, MO
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Good Night, Gorilla
Idea: letter-sound association, participating in an interactive read-aloud
Good Night Gorilla
By Peggy Rathman
As a sleepy zookeeper bids the animals good night, a mischievous gorilla frees them and quietly leads them to the
zookeeper’s home. The zookeeper’s startled wife returns all the animals to the zoo—all except the sneaky gorilla
and its mouse companion!
Raise Your G!
Before a read-aloud of the story, give each child a letter G card. Tell students that, in the story, a sneaky gorilla lets
all the animals out of their cages at the zoo. Have youngsters say the word gorilla and listen for the /g/ sound. Say,
“When you see the gorilla on a page, hold up your letter G
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY
Add Some Sound!
Good Night, Gorilla only has a few words, so youngsters will be excited to add some sound to this rereading! Gather
a hand drum (or an empty oatmeal canister) and a key ring with several keys. Read the story, prompting youngsters
to make a noise for each animal, such as a roar for the lion, and encouraging a child to jingle the keys whenever the
gorilla frees one of its friends. When the line of animals walks out of the zoo and into the house, have a child play
the hand drum so it sounds like footsteps. Finally, prompt each student to give a big yawn with the gorilla and repeat
the walking noises as the animals go back to the zoo! If desired, place the props at a center along with the book for
independent play.
Bonus Activity: Did your little ones see the mouse pulling a banana in the line of animals in this story? For extra
storytime fun, attach a string to a plastic banana. When students line up, give it to the child at the end of the line and
have him pull the banana as you walk to your destination. Fun!

A Sick Day for Amos McGee
Reading Idea: creating a story innovation, retelling a story, taking a picture walk
A Sick Day For Amos McGee
Written by Phillip C. Stead
Illustrated by Erin E. Stead
Amos McGee works at the zoo. While there, he spends special time with his friends. He plays chess with the
elephant, sits with the penguin, takes care of the rhino, and reads to the owl. One day, Amos is sick and stays home.
So his friends come to his house and take care of him!
Zoo Friends
Review the animals that Amos visited and the activities they did together. Then ask youngsters what animal they
would choose to visit at a zoo and what they would want to do with that animal. Write each child’s words on a sheet
of paper and then have her draw an accompanying picture. Bind the pictures together with a cover labeled, “The
Preschoolers Always Made Time to Visit Their Zoo Friends!”
Take a Walk
Have little ones use the pictures to tell the story! In advance, get a red bingo dauber. The day after the read-aloud of
the book, say, “You may have noticed that many pages in this book have a red balloon.” Have little ones help you
describe what is happening on each page as you search for the balloon. Each time youngsters see the balloon, have
a child make a mark with the bingo dauber on a sheet of chart paper. At the end of the story, add strings to the prints
so they resemble balloons. Then help students count them aloud.

My Favorite!
Idea: expressing an opinion, organizing data
Cut out copies of the animal cards. Place two copies of the zoo gate pattern on a table. Set Good Night, Gorilla near
one gate and A Sick Day for Amos McGee near the other. Have each child choose an animal card and color it. Then
have her think about which book is her favorite and place the animal on the corresponding gate. After each child has
had a chance to vote, help students count the animals and compare the??results.
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Animal Cards

Use with “My Favorite!” on page 57.
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Fun With Inclined Planes
Science Center: developing spatial skills
Place lengths of cardboard (ramps) in different sizes in your block center along with a variety of toy cars and other
wheeled toys. Little ones visit the center and lean the ramps against blocks. Then they “drive” the cars up and down
the ramps. As students play, encourage them to notice how ramps help the cars move to lower and higher levels.

Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

A Simple Song
Science Song: simple machines
Lead students in singing this active song about three different simple machines: a pulley, a screw, and a wheel and
axle. Before singing the song, show students a flagpole (pulley), a soda bottle (screw), and a toy car (wheel and
axle). Explain how each simple machine works. Then have students sing this active song!
(sung to the tune of “Mary Had a Little Lamb”)
A pulley moves things up and down, Stand up tall and then crouch.
Up and down, up and down. Repeat the actions twice.
A pulley moves things up and down. Stand up tall and then crouch.
Now go fast—up and down! Repeat the actions quickly.
A screw can help things open and close, Pretend to hold a bottle and open the cap.
Open and close, open and close. Repeat the actions twice.
A screw can help things open and close. Pretend to hold a bottle and open the cap.
Now go fast—open and close! Repeat the actions quickly.
A wheel and axle helps things roll, Roll your arms over each other.
Helps things roll, helps things roll. Repeat the action.
A wheel and axle helps things roll. Roll your arms over each other.
Now go fast—roll, roll, roll! Repeat the action quickly.
Krisha Salazar
Oak Tree Child Development Center
Fort Walton Beach, FL

Sing and Spell

This catchy tune is sure to help improve students’ spelling
when writing. After singing the song shown, name a word
that can be spelled phonetically. Lead each child to count
the number of sounds she hears in the word and then write
the letter or letters associated with each sound. Next, write
the word on the board for students to check their spelling.
Continue singing and writing as time permits. Spelling words
phonetically (L.K.2d)
(sung to the tune of “Clementine”)
I can spell words.
I can spell words.
I can listen carefully.
I can write the sounds I’m hearing.
I can write words. Look at me!
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Simple Machines Help!
Idea: simple machines, print and book awareness
Make a copy of the booklet cover and pages for each child. Then have each child follow the directions given to finish
the booklet pages. Finally, help her cut out the pages and staple them in order behind the cover.

Simple Machines
Help Us!

by ____________________________________________
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Simple Machines Booklet
Booklet pages 1 and 2: Color the pages. Glue a brown rectangle cutout (box) to the ramp. Add fingerprints
(candy) to the jar.

An inclined plane helps Dog move the box.

1
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A screw helps Bug take the cap off the jar.

2

Booklet pages 3 and 4: Color the pages. Draw something that Cat would like in the wagon. There are
carrots in the crate. Write the letter C beneath the carrot.

A wheel and axle help Cat move his wagon.

A lever helps Rabbit open his crate of carrots.
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High-Flying Picnic
End of the Year Idea
Here’s a simple but fun end-of-the-year activity. I set up a simple picnic lunch outside. Then I put each child’s paper
plate inside a plastic flying disc before putting food on it. After he has finished eating, he can throw the plate away
and play with the disc. The disc makes the plate nice and sturdy, and students can take the toys home at the end of
the day.
Kim Criswell
Wilson Elementary
Wilson, KS

Clean Toys
End of the Year Tip
A few days before the end of school, I fill the sensory table with soapy water. I invite youngsters to wash the toys,
rinse them, and then lay them out to dry. After my students leave for the day, I spray the toys with bleach water. The
next day, the toys are dry, so I pack them in covered bins and store them until the fall.
Darlene Butler Taig
Willow Creek Preschool
Westland, MI

A Fancy Flag
Flag Display
This eye-catching display is perfect for Flag Day in June or Independence Day in July. I have parents send in
cardboard tubes. Then I have students paint them red, white, and blue. I cut several of the white and blue tubes in
half to make the blue field and stars. Then I hot-glue the flag together as shown. Finally, I run string through the top
row of tubes, tie the ends together, and hang the flag in the hallway. It always receives lots of compliments!
Michele Sterner
Future Faces Child Care/Learning Center
Endwell, NY

Doughnuts for Dad
Father's Day Idea
To celebrate Father’s Day, I invite each child’s father or a male friend to enjoy doughnuts with our class. Prior to our
celebration, I have each child decorate a doughnut cutout with paint mixed with glue (frosting) and sprinkles. He
attaches the doughnut to a card. Then, on the inside of the card, I help him write the message shown. That’s a
sweet treat dads are sure to enjoy.
Cheryl Cassidy
Richard L. Rice Elementary
Marlton, NJ

